**KR 630 STACKER**

The KR 630 automatically sorts and stacks books, envelopes and magazines.

Sorting mail electronically is more accurate than manual sorting and allows for higher processing speeds. **Increase your operation’s productivity** using the KR 630 to automatically sort mail in-line with your addressing system. Stacks are output according to preset counts and zip code breaks established in the mailing list. An in-line divert gate ensures accuracy by removing purged and non-printed mail pieces. **Compact, economical and easy to use** – **stack the odds of success in your favor** with the KR 630 stacker.
### General Specifications

#### Physical
- **Length**: 8'
- **Height**: 5'
- **Width**: 56"
- **Infeed height**: 34" adjustable
- **Stack height**: 6" max
- **Exit conveyor height**: 32.5"
- **Conveyor exit direction**: left or right

#### Electrical Requirements
- **Voltage**: 120 VAC
- **Current**: 20 amps
- **Phase**: single
- **Hertz**: 60

#### Compressed Air Requirements
- **Minimum pressure**: 60 psi
- **Usage**: 1/2 CFM

#### Production Rate
- **Belt speed**: 400 ft/min
- **Stacks/minute**: 50/min

#### Material Handling
- **Min stock size**: 3" x 5"
- **Max stock size**: 12" x 15"
- **Minimum stock thickness**: single sheet
- **Maximum stock thickness**: .625"

#### Options
- Hydraulic lift kit
- Reduced/extended outfeed conveyor
- Left or right outfeed conveyor
- Stack mark reader

---

A straightforward operator interface simplifies operator training and setup.

An in-line divert gate removes mixed mail, purged or non-printed mail pieces from the system.

Minimal set-up time is needed because the KR 630 rolls into position over-top the shingle conveyor.
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Your authorized Kirk-Rudy distributor

Specifications subject to change without notification

Guards have been removed for clarity. Do not operate machine without guards in place.